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Abstract

Through acculturation and socialization, caring involves both gendered and socially diverse patterns of understanding and behaving in the world. As a result, the implications for care are embedded in the personal and social values and experiences associated with gender, power, and politics. The general ethos of this paper will explore a feminist care ethic that emerged from the work of Carol Gilligan. This standpoint offers particular peripheral advantages as a feminist theorists’ critique of caring includes the critical examination of relationships from the position of people who have systematically been excluded from power. Although this perspective is theoretically challenging, it offers insights to the significance of caring for the other, the self and the community.
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Introduction

Care is a broad topic that is difficult to define. Many critics and advocates of care theories are concerned with the lack of conceptual and practical clarity in defining care. This theoretical ambiguity has resulted in describing care as many different mental states, behaviours and meaning [1]. Although individual knowledge and experiences in caring remain implicit in nursing practice, more attention needs to focus on the theoretical underpinnings of nursing epistemologies. The goal of research in caring science is to establish theoretical foundations that can be utilized to describe and explain the meaning of caring and the conditions for a caring practice [2].

Although, historically the field of philosophy has positioned care as a moral duty, an obligation or as a trait of justice, this standpoint has primarily featured a masculine perspective. New conceptualizations of care have evolved which emphasize the centrality of relationships in social and gendered lives [3-6]. Nursing practices involve knowledge of and relationships with diverse cultures and societies. As a result caring involves the gendered, cultural and socially diverse patterns of understanding and behaving in the world. Therefore the implications for care are embedded in the personal and social values and experiences associated with culture, gender, power, and politics.

One perspective of care is concerned with feminist ethics. This concept challenges the philosophic foundations of the justice theory (masculine) and argues that the notion of care is best understood from a perspective that focuses on the associations between people and on the contextual experiences within these relationships [7]. A feminist approach questions power relations and issues of domination within the institution, the academy and within nursing practice. Gilligan’s [4] standpoint offers particular peripheral advantages as a critique of caring as this concept includes the critical examination of relationships from the position of people who have systematically been excluded from power. This concept is relevant in the nurse-patient relationship as those who seek health services are in a vulnerable and dependent position. Feminist standpoint argues that the experiences of those who are marginalized can provide a raised awareness on social issues providing valuable insights into how care is rendered in society [8].

As nursing practice is embedded in relationships and is dependent on the political structures for support, care then becomes a political concept. The purpose of this paper is to explore a feminist ethic of care and argue that including a feminist standpoint in the construction of nursing foundations would benefit both teaching and theoretical concepts of caring practice.

Defining Care

Relationships have been cited as the fundamental intellectual, theoretical, and heuristic base that forms the foundation in nursing science. For example, care can be viewed as a bond or contract that involves the commitment to alleviating another’s vulnerability [9]. Leininger [10] suggests caring is based on interdependent relationships between people illuminating the essence, nature, expression, and the function of caring and its relationship to others and Sumner [11] suggests that caring in nursing is primarily a communicative action. Bowden [12] argues that care is the ongoing relational practices that includes concern and responsibility and is necessary for the development of personal, physical, psychological and moral integrity. This definition suggests that the nature of care is more than simply a response to an explicit expression of need and may appeal to a set of moral imperatives that are often overlooked by many theorists [13]. Instead, care is better understood as relationships that are constructed in culture and society, and shaped by political and structural environments.

Culture and Sociality in Nursing

As culture is socially constructed, the rituals that are embedded in cultural norms, customs and traditions determine the care of the community, social group or individual [14]. Although Ruddick [15] argues that women predominate in nurturing roles and service occupations, these role positions women to acquire altruistic, relational, and maternal moral dispositions, while men, on the other hand, occupy roles in the competitive public sphere, are more oppositional, autonomous, and self-interested. A feminist standpoint of care seeks to organize social and moral theory around constructs of care by centering attention on the experiences and practices of cultural groups, and challenges dominant masculine values such as autonomy, conflict and power, nursing science could benefit from ideals of partiality, relationship, independence, and sociality.

Caring must also give rise to social action [7]. The resilience of the association between caring and action is an increasingly prominent
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Feminist perspectives that advocate for the recognition of women's differences, views it as important for women to assert their distinctiveness in response to the social and cultural patriarchal norms, categories, and practices that dominate the construction of women's gender identity. The patriarchal construction of women's gender, acts to obscure women's distinctiveness in a way that leads them to become alienated from themselves [4]. However, an authentic reconstruction of the female gender must be solidly grounded in women's own experiences and self-perceptions that are not dominated by male interests.

Feminist Ethics of Care in Nursing Practice

Along with a specific focus on gender relations, feminist theory identifies the structurally organized inequities of power and the often invisible workings of micro-politics that reinforce these structures. Feminist thinking, supported by post-colonial and post-structural theorists, focus on inequality that may accompany such concepts as race, gender, class and has illuminated how formal institutions as justice, health and welfare, have reinforced and reproduced constraining structural forms that restrict the development of empowering communal bonds.

Contemporary views of gender, knowledge and privilege which are grounded in power relations that are socially constructed can be both learned and unlearned. As a result knowledge and privilege can be unlearned. Consequently contemporary understandings of a feminist ethic of care is argued to be more inclusive than the traditional (moral-justice) perspective as it provides a theoretical rational for viewing caring as arising from a social position that all people can learn and utilize [16].

These cultural and social factors influence the values, beliefs and ways of living and provide the general pattern for caring. As caring is expressed differently in diverse and distinctive cultures, caring is formed by cultural processes and meaning [17,18]. Eagleton [19] suggests that culture highlights philosophical questions about freedom and determinism, change and identity, the given and the created. Culture also encompasses a series of meanings which constantly change over time and are in constant flux.

Feminist Perspective of Care

Additionally, the literature often relates similarities between feminist and feminine care ethics, however there are key philosophical differences between these two concepts. Houser, Wilczenski and Ham [20] suggest that feminism ideology includes two primary streams of “woman centered” approaches which are relevant to care ethics: the feminine and the feminist. ‘Feminine’ refers to the exploration for women’s unique voice and advocates for an ethic of care. ‘Feminist’ refers to the resistance against male domination and advocates for equal rights. Both approaches seek to validate the importance of experience, understand the destructiveness of oppression, and eliminate gender and social inequality [20].

This caring perspective reflects concerns with feelings, relationships, and individual needs. A feminine ethic of care argues that responsibility develops from an individual’s feeling of interconnectedness with others and reflects the role that these connections and relationships with others play in ethical decision-making. Central assumptions of feminine ethics are that women are similar enough to share a common perspective that is rooted in the biological capacity and expectation of motherhood that includes characteristically feminine traits such as compassion, empathy, nurturance, and kindness. Care ethics are not uniquely feminine, as men may also exhibit strong tendencies to care. Other factors of social identity, such as ethnicity, class and sociality influence the correlation of gender to care. Nonetheless, care has pervasively been assumed to be a symbolically feminine trait and perspective.

The characteristics most associated with caring as an ethical perspective are responsiveness, sensitivity to others, acceptance, and relatedness. Responsiveness to others includes responding to others to acknowledge value, and affirm them, while also being careful to listen to and observe others to understand their behavior. Sensitivity to others means taking care to identify and attend to others needs, desires, and perspectives, which is fundamentally about validating others. Acceptance entails allowing people to feel psychologically safe, or free to communicate their wants, feelings, needs, and beliefs. Finally, relatedness emerges from the care-givers view of the self as connected to or through interdependence with others. This sense of interdependence requires a caregiver to act cooperatively or in a relationship with others [16].

A distinctive view of caring relates interpersonal relationships are based in responsibility, such as the mother/child relationship and the concept of mothering [21]. Mothering involves practices that are constructed of inherent cultural qualities, shared goals, demands, procedures, and patterns of discourse. Ruddick [21] relates that mothering is a condition of maternal thinking that is retrieved as a response to demands and that these demands are necessary to “preservation, growth and social acceptability”.

Although feminine and feminist care ethics are two separate, however overlapping theoretical concepts, as they both examine relationships as the core of care. However, the work of Gilligan [4] reshapes concepts of caring motives. Gilligan’s feminist ethic of care argues that relationships and not responsibilities are the core variable of care. Gilligan also suggests that the masculine care response is embedded in social and cultural norms and constitutes deliberate processes of power that determine women’s role in society. A feminist ethic of care is determined by the role that critical inquiry plays in the empirical and symbolic association between women and care, and is further concerned for the power-related implications of this association. Jaggar [22] characterizes a feminist ethic as one which exposes masculine and other biases in moral and care theory; understands individual actions in the context of social practices; illuminates differences between women; provides guidance for private, public, and international issues; and treats the experiences of women respectfully and critically.

Feminist Ethics of Care in Nursing Practice

Feminism is political positioning. It involves a commitment to material and social change and aims to produce useful knowledge that will make social and individual differences. Feminist research is political in standpoint, gendered in focus, reflexive in process and transformative in outcome [23]. Therefore, a feminist stand point focuses on the dynamics of relationships that recognizes the significance of institutional and social structures of power. The power structure that function within formal institutions and gendered divisions of labor, provide theoretical insights that illuminate and reinforce unjust inequities that are assigned as masculine and feminine. As nursing theory is interested in patterns of oppression, it is also concerned with domination and subordination, such as racism and classism [24].
For Gilligan, women exemplify care, which is an important moral characteristic. However Gilligan advocates for inclusive morality, one that strengthens relationships and solves problems without resorting to the binding authority of rules and principles.

Gilligan suggests the ethic of care is rooted in the moral frameworks of responsibility and relationships rather than rights and rules and that any care orientation is inseparable from contextual circumstances rather than being a formal and abstract system of thought. Additionally, care is grounded in the daily activity of life rather that a set of universal principles [13].

Halwani [25] suggests that we give equal weight in our moral deliberations to the like interests of all those affected by our actions suggesting that responding to the needs of our loved ones, claims partialism or discrimination, in our care to others. Although partialism seems arbitrary, it does assign greater importance to the protection of one's own interests and to the interests of those we care about, over the protection of the welfare of others, particularly those who are strangers.

An impartialist perspective also suggests preference. However this action is warranted on the grounds of utility and usefulness. Impartiality argues that people are motivated and morally obligated to respond to the vulnerability of other persons and suggests involves considerations of care for a particular person within a social context [26].

The partialist-impartialist debate is an important component of care theory as it forms the bases to determine if care is obligatory (responsibility to those in a relationship) or a duty (a functional and practical service to all). In nursing practice, these moral judgments abide by the principles, rights and duties without consideration of specific social circumstances [27] as morality is framed within universal, abstract principles that are rationally ascribed through nursing code of ethics and behaviors.

The problem arises when the contextual variables which allocate caring ethics as compassion, advocacy, and respect, are defined in quantifiable positions. Halwani [25] suggests it is impossible to conceptualized care in terms of context-free features. The fundamental difficulties with the partialist-impartialist debate is that descriptions of human caring capacities are abstracted from everyday realities and experiences, and therefore science cannot treat aspects of personhood, life-worlds or humanism the same way as it approaches the organic-biological being.

**Autonomy and Individualism in Nursing Practice**

Respect for autonomy or respect for persons has tended to be the leading principle of both moral and nursing ethics. However this principle which has historically been rooted in the liberal moral and political tradition of the masculine perspective lacks the ethical justification of actions or practices that strongly depend on the free decisions (impartiality) of individuals, i.e. an action or practice can only be ethically justified when undertaken without any coercive influence and entered by free and informed agreement. In nursing practice, two essential conditions exist: liberty, specifying the independence from controlling influences; and agency, referring to the capacity for intentional action [28]. Additionally Chirkov [29] argues that autonomy stems from a constructionist position and is a moral value that results from social production as a network of meanings and practices of a particular society and culture. Therefore issues of autonomy cannot be generalized across populations or within specific settings such as hospitals and communities.

**Relationships**

Care theorists emphasize human interdependence and connectedness. As a result, human beings respond to emotional and psychological needs that can only be fulfilled through relationships. Care theorists suggest the notion of relational autonomy; is central to developing one's personal identity and personal autonomy [30].

Feminist positions suggest that relationships are conceived within interpersonal and social contexts. A person's social environment and the personal relationships maintained within these environments impacts on autonomy. Human beings do not exist in complete isolation from others. Feminism stresses social embeddedness which includes the identity-forming influence of others, the significance of intimate relationships, deep attachments, and the important role that social systems (e.g. language and culture) play in an individuals' world [31-33]. Feminist theory challenges the dominance of the individualistic perspective and alternatively argue that relationships—specifically, growth-fostering relationships— are a central human necessity. In other words, people need connection [34,35].

Caring in nursing practice is a relational experience between two people, and these relationships provide the basis for obligations and concerns (i.e. friends, patients, coworkers, family). Most nursing relationships with patients are asymmetrical, indicating one person remains the cared-for and is dependent on the carer (i.e. teachers and students, nurses and patients, parents and children). Some of these relationships vary in intimacy and intensity depending on the needs and context of the relationship.

Therefore, the context of the relationship holds particular importance as a place for the construction of care in nursing practice. Christman [33] argues that it is necessary to examine the different connotations and implications of relational and social interactions given the particular motivations to maintain the relationship. For example, a ‘relational’ interaction expresses the need to underscore interpersonal dynamics as components of autonomy, including the contexts of the caring relations, interpersonal dependence, and intimacy. ‘Social’ accounts imply, a broader view, where various other kinds of social factors; institutional settings, cultural patterns, political factors, may all come into play [30]. However, mutuality is a fundamental aspect of healthy, growth-promoting caring relationships, and is more than equality, reciprocity, and intimacy. Mutuality suggests a way of being-in relation to include the whole person and refers to a relational attitude, orientation, or stance [30]. Each person can present feelings, thoughts, and perceptions in the relationship and can move with and be moved by these feelings, thoughts, and perceptions of the other. Mutuality that influence, impact, and respond characterize such relationships, and are viewed as a dynamic processes within healing relationships [30].

Nurses can benefit from these relationships as they move from disconnection (a distant and indifferent nurse) to mutual connection that provides each person with a sense of personal authenticity as well as a sense of “knowing” or “seeing” the other. This experience of mutual empathy requires that each person have the capacity for empathic connecting. Empathy is a complex, highly developed ability to join with another at a cognitive and affective level without losing connection with one's own experience [30]. Openness to growth through empathic joining within the relational process is fundamental to nursing practice [36]. As such “power-with-others,” is distinguished from “power-over” others, which has been the traditional structure of health care relationships, where one person (or group of persons) has been dominant and the other subordinate (patient or client).
Conclusion

This paper explored the position of feminist care theory as necessary components to a caring nursing practice. Care must be understood and reflected on in relation to its place in the dynamic field between the natural, human and social sciences. The aim of presenting a feminist perspectives of caring was to demonstrate the centrality of the concepts of relationships, responsibility and duty in the constructions between conceptions of the self and conceptions of the other. As a result, this paper argued for the need of an expanded developmental theory that includes differences in the moral voice that embraces the feminist requirements of care. Such an inclusion seems essential, not only for explaining the development of care but also for understanding the characteristics and precursors of a caring conception that has been rooted in historical, cultural, social and political roles.

A caring practice cannot be adequately described as definite behaviors, actions, sentiments, or outcomes. Rather, what is perceived as a caring practice depends on the concerns that define the person’s self and world. A feminist ethic of care remains a constructive approach to patient rights as it emphasizes responsibilities and relationships, the contexts of caring interdependencies, and allows patients to be active social players with a voice rather than passive recipients of care.

A feminist ethics suggest a conceptual deviation from the standpoint that care is impartial, individualistic and universal and instead argues that care and caring are determined by relationships, partiality, and notions of autonomy. These ideas encourage the theorization of social and cultural structuring of care and the public-private, moral-feminist distinctions that enable dominant discourse to re-conceptualize both care and the dichotomy of care. By maintaining feminism in the ‘care’ dialogue, possibilities and problems can be explored through the tensions that arise between them. Resisting the impulse to either dichotomize or synthesize the discourses of care ethics may provide the tensions that arise between them. Resisting the impulse to either dichotomize or synthesize the discourses of care ethics may provide the tensions that arise between them.
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